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“Poster Competition- Addressing

Gender Issues”
RCOED, 06/11/17
The Student Council and the Women’s
Development Cell had organized a
‘Poster
Competition’ on Gender Issues. The programme was
conducted on November 6, 2017 at the College
Auditorium. Students from F.Y.B. Ed and S.Y.B. Ed
had taken part in the competition.
The posters were kept on
display in the college
auditorium
for
an
exhibition. Dr. Asha A.K.

and Mrs. Rakhi Sawlane were
the Faculty-in- charge of the
competition. All the students
who had participated in the
creative session of poster
making
portrayed
their
concepts into the canvass in an
enthusiastic, energetic and
innovative way. It paved the
way for re-living the old school
days where they dealt with
colors and drawings.

Workshop on Disaster Management
and RTI, RCOED, 16/11/17
The Environment Cell of Rizvi College of
Education organized two events on 16th November
2017 for the First Year B.Ed. students.
Talk on Right to Information was by Mr. Shailesh
Gandhi, where Mr. Gandhi gave a detailed
explanation about the right and its importance. He
went on to discuss the impact of this act and how
one can file the RTI. It was a very enriching session
which gave us the insights of the Act by
understanding the hidden clauses.
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Alumni Meet

The talk was organised by The Public Concern for
Governance Trust. Workshop on Disaster
Management was conducted by Mr. A.
Gopalakrishnan. In this workshop, Mr.
Gopalakrishnan gave some valid situations and
discussed the process of escaping from a disaster,
possibly unharmed. His examples and situations
were relatable and his plan of action for each
disaster were practical and well demonstrated.
This workshop was organised by One India One
People
Foundation
which is a non
profit
organisation in
Mumbai.

RCEOD, 20/01/18
RCOED organized an Alumni Meet for their past
students of 2015-17 batch. The agenda of the meet
was brief the alumni of Alumni Association
discussion on working of Executive Council Body,
strengthening bond between schools and our college,
suggestion and deciding activities for alumni ,and
distribution of Semester 3 & 4 Mark sheets. Most of
the 15-17 batch students turned up for the meet and
shared their experiences as a fully trained and
qualified teachers with a regular job in schools.
It was a
pleasure to see
these
students
and RCOED is
proud of their
achievements.

Workshop on EI
RCOED, 18/11/17
Emotional intelligence (EI) is the capability of
individuals to recognize their own emotions and
those of others, discern between different feelings
and label them appropriately, use emotional
information to guide thinking and behaviour, and
manage and/or adjust emotions to adapt to
environments or achieve one's goal(s). Emotional
Intelligence is a part of the Core Paper- Childhood
and Growing up for First Year B.Ed. students.
This workshop was conducted by Dr. Fr. Clifton
Lobo who is an expert in this area.
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Career Guidance Programme
Air India School, 30/11/17
A career guidance programme was organized by
the Guidance and Counseling Cell of RCOED and
student-teachers of S.Y.B.Ed. at Air India Modern
School to guide the Xth Grade students about the
importance of their decision and helping them
make the right choice. It was a three-hour
session
which
was
inaugurated
by
the
Principal of Air India
Modern School, Mrs.
Kalpana
Pawar
and
principal of RCOED, Dr.
Radhika Vakharia.

Republic Day Celebration
RCOED, 26/01/18
Rizvi College of Arts, Science and Commerce and
Rizvi College of Education celebrated the Republic
Day on 26th January 2018 at 8:30 hours on the
campus. The celebrations began with Flag hoisting &
National Anthem followed by a March Past by NSS.
Flag was hoisted
by the Principal of
RCOED,
Dr.
Radhika Vakharia,
Principal of Rizvi
College of Arts,
Science
&
Commerce, Mr.
Paul

Workshop on TET Training
RCOED, 27/01/18
Placement Cell of RCOED had organized a training
session for their S.Y.B.Ed students for the upcoming
TET exams. This session was aiming to make
students aware of the pattern and syllabus of the
examination followed by session to aid them to clear
this examination. It also included, solving previous
year’s question papers. This session was conducted
by Mrs. Pooja Manghirmalani Mishra, Teacher
Educator of RCOED

.

Mathematics Day
Nehru Science Centre, 31/12/18

Nehru Science Centre
celebrated a the national
Mathematics day in the
honor of the birth
anniversary of Shri.
Srinivasa
Ramanujan,
the
first
Indian
Mathematician.
S.Y.B.Ed students attended this programme,
where an expert taught them about the uses of
mathematics in daily life, they also learnt and
made few teaching aids on Pythagoras theorem
and also proved that area of rectangle is equal to
area of circle, with the help of the teaching aids.

A Super Woman To Inspire Us All!
Our honourable Director, Adv. (Mrs.) Rubina
A.H. Rizvi has been felicitated with the Women
Achiever Award 2018 at the Indian Women
Convention Women Making India, held in March
2018 at New Delhi. Along with this, our director
madam was also felicitated at the Future Women
Leader Summit and Awards held in March 2018 at
Bengaluru.
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As
rightly said,
an
accomplishment
reflects
the potential and hard
work. We all are indeed
blessed to work for this
dynamic, vivacious and a
wonderful person. More
power to you ma’am. You
truly are an inspiration for
all our Teacher Educators
and Student-Teachers.
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Both in turn, explained the importance of
making the right career choices. Emphasis was
given on how to make career choices based on
ones interest and one’s Multiple Intelligence and
the careers related to each of the eight intelligence.
Session was concluded
by Mrs. Spoty, our
Guidance
and
Counselling
expert,
where she discussed
various career options
and their requirements.
School students were then made to undertake a
Multiple Intelligence Test which was devised by Dr.
Priyanka herself and based on their scores, they were
directed to special career corners which was handled
by a S.Y.B.Ed student-teachers along with a faculty
in-charge. Overall, it was a very successful
programme with a lot of positive response and
feedback from the Air India Modern School teachers
and students.

Workshop on Teaching Aids
RCOED 08/12/18
Faculty member of RCOED conducted a
workshop on designing of Teaching Aids which is an
essential skill needed for all the Student-Teachers.
This workshop was conducted by Dr. Asha A.K at
RCOED where she not just showed samples of
good teaching aids but also encouraged the studentteachers to develop effective teaching aids in the
session. Some of the teaching aids shown in the
session included teaching charts, power points, flash
cards, cue cards, flow
charts, graphs, models,
concept maps etc. It
was an effective and
indeed a very engaging
session.

and won consolation
prizes in Fashion
Show, singing, face
painting. We really
appreciate and cheer
the enthusiasm of the
Student-teachers of RCOED and their teachers
who took special interest in training and guiding
them.

Portfolio Design Session
RCOED, 9/12/17
Placement cell of Rizvi College of Education
organized a session on portfolio designing and
development on 9th December for their S.Y.B.Ed
Students. The session covered the importance of
having a portfolio, its proper format, its content
writeup and basic documentation. e-Portfolio
making was also taught in this session. The session
was conducted by Mrs. Pooja M, who is one of the
in-charges of Placement Cell and an expert in this
domain.
The session was
planned keeping in
mind the upcoming
placement Drive of
RCOED
for
S.Y.B.Ed Students.
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X’Mas Day Celebrations,
RCOED, 20/12/2017
F.Y.B.Ed Students of RCOED organised
Christmas Celebrations at the campus. The event
was organised by the Students’ Council under the
guidance of Mrs. Nahida, Mrs. Rakhi and Dr. Asha.

Inter-Collegiate Competitions
December 2018
Student-Teachers of RCOED participated in
various inter-collegiate competitions held at
St.Teresa’s and Lords Universal College. They
participated and won in competitions like
Personality Contest, Dance, Poster making
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Students had organised a Tableau followed by
Secret Santa where gifts were exchanged. It was
good to see the teachers and student-teachers
letting their hair down for a change and enjoying
the celebrations like college students. Well done
F.Y.B.Ed class of RCOED.
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Self Reflection & Wellness Workshop
IIT Delhi, 21/12/17 -23/12/17
Principal, Dr. Radhika Vakharia and faculty
member
Mrs.
Pooja
Manghirmalani-Mishra
presented their research papers at Educarnival, the
9th International Conference for School Leaders &
Teachers 2017 organized and conducted by IIT Delhi
from 21st to 23rd December 2017.
Dr. Vakharia presented her work on Wellness and
Reflection whereas Mrs. Mishra presented and
demonstrated her model of Intelligent Agents used
for Learning Disability remediation. Both the
research papers were greatly appreciated and both
were presented with appreciation awards in research
fields by IIT Delhi.

Judges for the competition were our senior staff
members, Mrs. Spoty Karthik and Mr.
Gyanprakash Arya.

For the competition, first position was bagged
by Ms. Sana Hussain for her eco-friendly kite,
followed by Ms. Rubina for her beautiful message
on the kite and the third position was given to Ms.
Steffi for her innovation and neatness. It was a day
well spent and thoroughly enjoyed by staff and
students alike.

Mock Interviews
RCOED, 18/01/18
Further, post success of the workshop Know
Thyself in Mumbai, IIT Delhi and Organizers of
Educarnival invited RCOED to conduct the same
workshop in this conference.
The workshop was again conducted by Dr.
Vakharia and Mrs. Mishra. The audience could
connect with the topic and it was thoroughly
enjoyed and appreciated by all present. We are very
proud of the research, efforts, enthusiasm and
dedication of Dr. Vakharia and Mrs. Pooja Mishra.

Harvesting Festival Celebrations
RCOED, 15/01/18
S.Y.B.Ed Students of Rizvi College of Education
organized an cultural event to celebrate the
Harvesting Festivals celebrated across India. This
event was done to mark the contribution of Farmers.
Students performed dances accompanied by a small
skit to depict the celebrations done in North, South,
East and West of India. It was truly an enriching
event where each and every student participated to
celebrate the good harvest our farmers have
cultivated today.
The event was later followed by Kite Making
competition where the theme was “Stop Wastage of
Food”.

Placement cell of RCOED conducted a Mock
Interviews for their S.Y.B.Ed. students as a part of
preparations of their upcoming placement drive.
Mrs. Spoty and Mrs. Pooja, in-charges of
Placement Cell conducted several preparatory
sessions to prepare the student-teachers as a
precursor to prepare them w.r.t. to several aspects
of the placement. Student-Teachers were prepared
pertaining to general Knowledge test, Personality
evaluation, Content and Pedagogical Knowledge,
their CV and their Communication Skills.
Placement cell also evaluated the studentteachers on Teacher Efficacy by giving them
situations to know their responses.
Four panels were made by faculties of RCOED
to conduct the interviews. At the end of the
interviews, a report on their performance,
corrected CV and scoring was handed to each
student teacher along with a feed back.
All student-teachers put their sincere efforts for
the Mock Interviews and are a little more confident
and well prepared for the Placement Drive
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All the images in this news bulletin are clicked
by the F.Y and S.Y.B.Ed. students of RCOED. This
bulletin is designed and developed by 2016-18
batch of B.Ed.

